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Foreword
English Language Teaching and Technology is a prevalent issue in our ever growing interconnected
world. However, teaching technology is still not part of the reality of many classrooms, despite some efforts
of educational authorities to democratize access to information. The initiative to produce this material in the
context of New Talents Program, funded by CAPES, seeks to contribute to a policy of educating professionals
that deal with teaching English.
One of the projects submitted by the Universidade Estadual de Londrina (UEL) was “Para inserção em
um mundo globalizado: utilizando recursos tecnológicos no ensino e na aprendizagem de inglês” – (Toward
participation in a globalized world: the use of technology in teaching and learning English). For three years
(2011-2013) the project developed workshops for teachers and high school students during the vacation
period, in order to enhance teaching skills and increase learning opportunities.
In order to make this experience available to other teachers, we organized this collection into
3 sections.The first section entitled: “English Language Learning and Technology: Suggested Materials for
Teachers” brings together a revised version of the materials created especially for the workshops offered to
teachers in 2011 and 2012. The first section, previously published as a small booklet called, “Connecting
Ide@s1“, presents practical activities that can facilitate the learning of digital genres. The workshops helped
teachers to become familiarized with the production of didactic sequences.
The first module, produced by Michele Salles El Kadri and Leonardo Neves Correa, aims not only
at discussing the importance of such integration, but also at providing teachers with the tools to use
technology, first as users, and then use this skill to foster professional development. The second module,
produced by Lucas Moreira dos Anjos-Santos and Vera Lúcia Lopes Cristovão, aims at providing teachers an
opportunity to experience a didactic proposal based on a language practice from the digital sphere. Based
on the assumption that language is constituted by human and societal interaction, teachers experienced,
as student-teachers, a didactic sequence based on the digital genre podcast. They discussed, produced and
evaluated their own (and other colleagues) production concerning the characteristics of the digital world and
how the constraints and freedom from this sphere impact language production.
As a way of formalizing and evaluating the experiences, the third module, produced by Eliane Segatti
Rios Registro and Vera Lúcia Lopes Cristovão, focuses on the main theoretical concepts underpinning the
developed practices. The fourth module, produced by Raquel Gamero, aims at providing the teachers with
instructions that may guide them through a didactic sequence production, bearing in mind the first, second,
and third modules. Based on the assumptions raised by the languages didactic from the Geneva School and
on its interpretations for the teaching of English in Brazil, this module intended to promote the development
of activities, regarding the improvement of capacities (Action Capacity, Discursive Capacity and Linguisticdiscursive Capacity), through the (digital) genre approach. The same module was used as a tool for the
teachers to analyze their own production.
Some results of the workshops can be seen in the didactic units produced by the teachers workshop

1

RIOS-REGISTRO, E.; ANJOS-SANTOS, L.M.; EL KADRI, GAMERO, R.; Cristovão, V.L.L Connecting ideas: tools for Teaching English in a
contemporary society. 2011.

participants. These units were elaborated by public school teachers aiming at providing an example of
how to incorporate technology in English classes into their own context. These units are displayed in the
second section of this book. The first unit produced by Adriana Aoki Cruz, Sandra Luiza dos Santos and
Monica Aparecida do Carmo Souza is an example of how to use blogs to discuss environmental issues
in English classes. Aiming at discussing the same issue, the second unit produced by Darlene Zanatta,
Rosa Eleana Favoretto Andrade, Tania Maria Alves and Vanderlene Candido de Barros suggests how to
use forums. Claudineia de Souza Rolim and Rosangela Scaloni Vendramini suggest in unit 3 to work with
the genre “Profile”. The fourth unit, produced by Gledson Bernardelli Pereira and Mays Alessandra Masson
focuses on teaching English for kids using Facebook Games. For the production of all the units in this
section, the lack of technological resources in public schools was taken into account, and therefore, many
of the activities which could be developed using technological resources were adapted to each particular
context.
The third section - Integrating Technology in English Language Learning: Suggestions for Teachers
and Learners - brings the materials used with the students in the two immersion weeks offered in
2012 and 2013. The underlying premise was that meaningful, engaging, and critical activities could
be developed for English language learning. We decided to organize thematic-based workshops in order
to provide opportunities for the students to go beyond the four walls of classrooms. Each day was
organized in way that the young people participating in these workshops could learn English and discuss
different knowledge areas critically and have lived-experiences by visiting areas of the university regarding
each knowledge field. The use of and the engagement with digital technologies varies throughout the
workshops. In some, digital-mediated practices are the focus; in others, digital technologies are used as
a support for language learning.
It is then our belief that a critical analysis of the uses young people make of digital technologies could
lead to the improvement of school learning practices. The opportunities offered by digital technologies
for engagement in authentic communicative situations and produce language in social contexts can be
of use for generating language learning (whether first or additional languages).
What you will find in section 3 are activities, organized in 19 workshops, prepared for high-school
students and teachers, planned based on the following themes: languages; physics, chemistry and
computer science; environment and agronomy, eco-cities, arts and history.
As a final word, we find it important to highlight that these activities should not be seen as exemplary
pedagogical practices of the use of digital technologies in English learning. It is much more productive to
analyze them as designed attempts to promote more meaningful and engaging learning sites for language
use. These attempts are the ones in which we ourselves were playing thoughtfully with the potentials
offered by digital technologies for language learning. We invite you to feel free to critically analyze
them, adapt according to your own contexts and/or design improved versions of digital-mediated learning
practices for English language learning.

The Authors
July 2013

I. ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNING
AND TECHNOLOGy: SUGGESTED
MATERIALS FOR TEACHERS

FIRST SECTION

module

1

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS:
ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy

This module aims at providing teachers with room to reﬂect on the role of
technology in our society by recognizing the interrelation between technology
and the English Language in the development of citizenship. English and
technology have been marked as intrinsically related tools which may promote
social inequalities. This considered, official guidelines have recognized this
reality and thus emphasized the need for multi-literacy practices in the teaching
of this language (BRASIL, 2006). Having all that in mind, this unit focuses on
the need not only to offer opportunities for English teachers to practice English
and reﬂect on the tools of using technology in their classes, but also to provide
them with professionals skills to do so.

AUTHORS

By the end of this unit, teachers will able to:

michele salles el kadri

• Understand the role of technology in our society;

leonardo neves correa

• Recognize the interrelation between new technologies and English
language and their roles on developing citizenship;
• Use English to talk about it;
• Use technology for professional development and for innovative
practices for the teaching of English in public schools.
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I - TECHNOLOGY, SOCIETY, ENGLISH AND EDUCATION

1. Speaking
Can you identify three recent
technology developments which
have changed the way we live?

How do you deal with them? Are you
a technophobe or a technophile?

What can you do now that you
couldn’t do before?

What are the advantages and
disadvantages of computer and
digital technology?

How have these changes affected
your life?

Modern technology seems to
change very quickly. What’s your
opinion about it?

2. Watch the videos below and discuss the ideas and the different perspectives:
The world is changing fast
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Gqw-n0uAOpA&feature=related

social media revolution 2 (refresh)
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lFZ0z5Fm-Ng

you can’t be my teacher
www.youtube.com/watch?v=0VSymMbMYHA

a) What issues do the videos bring to your mind?
b) How do you handle them?
c) How could we describe today’s society?
d) Which position do you agree with?

3. What is the relationship between technology and education?
What is the role technology plays in public school? Discuss in pairs.

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy
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4. Can you list the benefits of educating using technology? What about using it for teaching English?
Benefits of educating using technology

Teaching English

DO YOU WANT TO IMPROVE YOUR KNOWLEDGE REGARDING THE ROLE
OF TECHNOLOGY IN SOCIETY?
http://paraentenderasmidiassociais.blogspot.com/2011/04/download-do-ebook-para-entender-as.html
http://digartmedia.wordpress.com/2011/04/20/evgeny-morozov-a-internet-na-sociedade-2011/

II - UNDERSTANDING AND USING TECHNOLOGY
1. Are you familiar with these terms? Match these words to their definitions.

12

1. Browser

5. Wiki

9. Podcast

2. Blog

6. Wiggio

10. Prezi

3. Social network

7. Twitter

11. Moodle

4. Glogster

8. Search engine

FIRST SECTION

|

module 1

is a presentation software and storytelling tool for presenting ideas on a virtual canvas.
is a Web application with a focus on group collaboration.
is a social network that allows users to create free interactive posters, or Glogs.
is a free source e-learning software platform.
is a type of digital media consisting of an episodic series of audio radio, video, PDF, or
ePub files subscribed to and downloaded through web syndication or streamed online to a
computer or mobile device.
is a software application for retrieving, presenting and traversing information resources on
the World Wide Web.
is a software system that is designed to search for information on the World Wide Web.
is a website which allows people to add, modify, or delete the content via a web
browser usually using a simplified markup language or a rich-text editor. Usually created
collaboratively.
is a discussion or informational site published on the World Wide Web and consisting of
discrete entries (“posts”).
is an online social networking service and microblogging service that enables its users to
send and read text-based messages of up to 140 characters, known as “tweets”.
services which act as online sites to connect people with similar interests.

2. What kind of websites do you use? Number according to how often you use them.

News websites

Social networking sites

Online gaming sites

Shopping sites

Email or messenger services

Chat rooms and other types of forum

Information sites

Search engines

Blogs

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: english and technology
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SEARCH ENGINES
How do they work? Why do certain results come up frequently and others do not
at all? Which search engines are most useful and efficient? How can you improve
your searches and find what you want more easily? If you have asked this question
before, come aboard!

1. Speaking

How often do you use the
Internet and what for?

Do you ever get frustrated and
give up on your search?

How long do you think it
usually takes you to find what
you are looking for?

What techniques can you use in
order to improve your search?

2. Practice
Visit the site www.monash.com/spidap.html and point out the suggestions to use
search engines properly and have an efficient search.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

14
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3. Are you a frequent googler? Using a search engine, try to find out opportunities to keep studying
English. List the opportunities that fit in your own context in the spider graph below. Save them on
your USB ﬂash drive.

ENGLISH TEACHER
DEVELOPMENT

4. Listening

Internet and Language - How does the internet change language?
Watch David Crystal’s video and discuss the ideas presented:
http://digartmedia.wordpress.com/2011/04/20/david-crystal-a-internet-esta-a-mudar-a-lingua-2010

SOCIAL NETWORKS
1. Speaking

Do you use any of them? What
can they do for you?

What are the advantages and
disadvantages of using them?

Are you on Facebook?
Do you tweet?

What are the differences between
Facebook and Linkedin?

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy
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2. Watch the videos, discuss and fill in the chart below:
Social Networking
www.youtube.com/watch?v=6a_KF7TYKVc&feature=relmfu

Social Media in Plain English
www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpIOClX1jPE&feature=relmfu

What’s the problem of
real world network?
How can virtual
network help you?
How do they work?
Example of social
network

3. Listening

Watch the video “How Big is Social Networking?” (www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ab_LmVhA1Ds)
and find out what the numbers below mean:
75.000
57%
70 million
110 million
1.319.872.109

Facebook
1. Are you on Facebook? Would you like to be?
Visit the site www.youtube.com/watch?v=GJJNM2KWYtc and explain how Facebook
was created, what its current purpose is and how one creates an account. Take notes
in the table below.

16
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ORIGIN

PURPOSE

HOW TO CREATE AN ACCOUNT

2. Sign up for Facebook! (or Linkedin or Myspace) Create an account.
3. Now you are on Facebook, perform the actions below:

Login

Add

Edit

Search

on Facebook page

a new profile picture

your profile

for a friend

4. Easy, right? Now try to perform the actions below:
a) Reorganize your friends list into the following sub-groups categories: as acquaintances, friends or close
friends. If you wish, you may create new ones (e.g: Students; Co-Workers, etc);
b) Now experiment posting something and choose which of the groups above will be able to see your
post (You can do that by clicking on the option beside the button - POST).
c) If you want to work, share materials, and messages with a specific group (students, co-workers,
colleagues) you may want to create a specific group for that. Look on the left side of your screen. You
should see a “Create a Group” option. Once you click on this option, Facebook will ask you if you want
to create a public (anyone on Facebook can view and join the group), a private (users will be able to find
your group but they will have to ask for permission to join) or a secret group (only the users that you add
will know about the existence of the group).
d) Post something and block it from your students.
e) Find a picture that represents what it means to be a teacher for you (you can look for one @ images.
google.com) and add it to your timeline. You can either download the picture on your computer and then
upload it or you can simply copy and paste the image’s URL on your timeline.
f) Google some grammar exercises you’d like to use with your students and post them here. Now,
comment to each other’s post regarding when, how and where this exercise should be used.

be critical: The truth about Facebook
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KfY_HTzd_4U

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy
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Twitter
1. Do you Tweet? What is the difference between Facebook and Twitter?

WATCH
Twitter search on plain English: www.youtube.com/watch?v=jGbLWQYJ6iM&feature=relmfu
Twitter in plain English: www.youtube.com/watch?v=ddO9idmax0o&feature=fvwrel

to understand a little bit more about it.

2. Visit the site twitter.com/about and summarize the purposes of using twitter (according
to the official sites). Now, join it!
PURPOSES:

3. Now, that you are an official member of Twitter, log in and perform the actions below:
a) Share your thoughts on the subject: “The challenges of being a teacher in the 21st
Century”. REMEMBER: You may use only 140 characters.
b) On Twitter you may share your thoughts and follow other people’s opinions as well.
Using the browser option, look for people or institutions you find interesting, then click on
FOLLOW to start receiving their feeds.
c) People often use hashtags (#) to highlight a subject on their tweets. Through the
hashtags you may follow the most discussed/popular topics of the day on Twitter or look
for Tweets on any given topic that you may find interesting. Check today’s most used
#hashtags and write down the top five (5) topics on Twitter. Then create a #hashtag of
your own and share it with your friends and followers.

TWEETS MYTHS AND REALITIES
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Boj8VYzDAy8

18
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Livemocha
1. What about Livemocha? Visit the site www.livemocha.com and find out how it works.
How distinct is it compared to other social networks you know?

2. Register and perform the actions:
Select the

Get information

Log in when

language you want
to access the site

about how the
site works

you are already
registered.

Blogs
1. Watch the video:
Blogs, in plain English
www.youtube.com/watch?v=NN2I1pWXjXI
&feature=relmfu
Discuss the purpose of using blogs. How could you
make effective use of blogs with your students?

2. Visit some blogs related to the teaching of English. Which one do you like the most?
Leave your comment!

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy
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Online Collaboration Platforms
What is Wiggio?
a) Watch the tutorial video of Wiggio (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7jcsXTu93CU
&feature=youtu.be) and discuss it with your colleagues. What is Wiggio all about? For further
information you may try to access: http://blog.wiggio.com
b) Sign in on Wiggio (you can do it through your Facebook account) and explore its features.
What actions can you perform within a group?
c) Now create a group of your own and invite your colleagues, students or co-workers.

Online Presentation Applications: PREZI
a) When it comes to presentations, what kind of applications do you usually use? What are
their main features?
b) Have you ever heard of Prezi? Watch a tutorial video (http://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=pxhqD0hNx4Q&feature=youtu.be) and then answer: What distinguishes Prezi from
regular presentation applications, such as PowerPoint or Keynote?
c) Let’s get our hands dirty! Let’s create a Prezi presentation. Prezi offers a simple starting
guide to beginners and you can also refer to YouTube video tutorials.

CHECKING COMPREHENSION
1. Can you identify the purpose each of these tools are used for? Match:
1 wiggio

3 pen pal

5 blog

2 facebook

4 live mocha

6 youtube

7 prezi

you can make comments on photos.
you can use different applications like Farmville.
you can exchange messages with international friends.
you can chat with friends while being online.
you can learn a new language through individual lessons.
you can attach photos, videos and songs.
you can search for friends from specific countries, gender or ages.
you can practice English with native speakers from around the world.
you can show your likes and interests in music, books, movies and TV.
you can watch conversation videos in English and study grammar.
you can describe your mood using pictures.

20
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Youtube and Multimedia-TV

1. Go to Youtube, type “technology for English teachers”. Choose the video which you
liked the most. Report it to your colleagues.

2. How do I download videos from Youtube?
a) Go to www.youtube.com and choose a video that you wish to use with your students.
b) Now it’s time to convert and download the video. Go to http://www.mediaconverter.org/
Once you are on the page, you’ll need to add the selected video’s URL (Enter link).
c) You will need now to choose the outgoing extension of the video. Remember: The
Multimedia-TV will only recognize two video extensions: .avi or .mpge1/2, make sure to
choose one of these for your conversion.
d) Once the conversion is done, the website will give you a link to download the video in the
selected extension. Click on the link to start your download. You can save the video on
your computer first or save it directly on your ﬂash drive. REMEMBER: It’s advised that
you choose a ﬂash-drive with no more than 4 GB, the Multimedia-TV may not support/
read devices with more than 4 GB.
e) Before using your video in class, make sure to previously test it on a Multimedia-TV to
avoid problems.

You may also try the webpages below:
www.keepvid.com
www.clipconverter.cc

www.onlinevideoconverter.com
www.zamzar.com

you may also save audios and photos on your ﬂash-drive to share them with your students in
class using the multimedia-Tv. for further on how to use them, check the link below:

TIPS

Choose a program and select the correct extension to save the video in order to be
used on Multimedia-TV.
For instructions, check:

http://www.diaadia.pr.gov.br

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy
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III - TECHNOLOGY FOR PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
1. Visit the websites below and complete the chart. How can they contribute to your professional
development?
It provides opportunities
for improving linguistic
knowledge
http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/
tips
http://www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/
learningenglish/
http://www.livemocha.com

http://www.uel.br/cch/nap/

http://www.scribd.com/doc/
19576895/Web-20-Tools-for-Teachers
http://www.google.com/educators/
tools.html
http://www.edweek.org/tsb/articles/
2009/10/01/01twitter.h03.html

http://www.schooltechnology.org

http://www.teachingenglish.org.uk/
newsletter

http://www.nytimes.com

http://www.facebookforeducators.org/

http://www.sala.org.br

http://www.guardian.co.uk

http://www.lem.seed.pr.gov.br

http://curitibainenglish.com.br

22
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It provides activities on
planning to be used in
the classroom

It brings researches/
information to foster
teacher development

2. Go to your Facebook page again and find pages related to the teaching of English and English
professional development. Like them and have an interesting source of updating each day!

HAVE YOU EVER HEARD OF MOODLE?
1. Watch and find out:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dS-Nvu0O9gE&noredirect=1

Practice:
2. Google some available courses you may apply for and other opportunities for learning how to
design courses in moodle. Make a list describing them.
a)
b)
c)
d)

DO YOU KNOW THE TESOL TECHNOLOGY STANDARD?
Visit the website below, download it and find the standards set. Then, answer the questions.
http://www.tesol.org/docs/books/bk_technologystandards_framework_721.pdf

1. What are the technology standards set for Language teachers?
a)
b)
c)
d)

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy
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2. What are the purposes of doing it?

TESOL TECHNOLOGY STANDARD FRAMEWORK

http://www.tesol.org/docs/books/bk_technologystandards_framework_721.pdf
www.securityextra.com/3-social-networking-security-tips-to-keep-in-mind.html

PERSONAL LEARNING NETWORK - WHAT IS THIS?
1. Watch the video “Setting up a Personal Learning Network” at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=aZEEf3uSo14&feature=related and find out!

What is it?

What is its
purpose?
What are the
steps to setting
up your PLN?

Some other videos about PLN:

TIPS

24
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3. Set up your personal learning network. How can you do it? Brainstorm ideas with your group,
take notes and then… Hands on!

Visit:
www.teachingenglish.
org.uk/newsletter
and subscribe.

MY
PERSONAL
LEARNING
NETWORK

TEACHER DEVELOPMENT x TECHNOLOGY:

www.learningforward.org/news/jsd/fulton191.cfm

III - TECHNOLOGY FOR THE CLASSROOM
1. Listening and Speaking
Visit the link http://facebookforeducators.org. Then, download the Facebook Educator’s Guide and
discuss:
a) How can we use Facebook to support education?
b) How can we promote citizenship in a digital world?
c) What do you think of creating a social media policy for your school?
d) How can we use digital media in the classroom?

DEVELOPING PROFESSIONAL SKILLS: ENGLISH AND TECHNOLOGy
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2. Reading:

check the websites below and get to know some experiences using
technology!

TIPS

social network goes to schools
www.edweek.org/dd/articles/2010/06/16/03networking.h03.html

educators move beyond the hype over skype
www.edweek.org/dd/articles/2011/02/09/02skype.h04.html

google lesson plans
www.google.com/a/help/intl/en/edu/lesson_plans.html

google apps
http://edu.googleapps.com/
www.google.com/a/help/intl/en/edu/sell.html

3. Listening
Twitter in the classroom?
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4OxIz_3o3O0&feature=related
Twitter in the classroom
www.youtube.com/watch?v=xZl5GQfY6kk&feature=related.
What is your opinion about it? To what extent might it be valuable in your context?

4. Check out on Youtube some experiences from some teachers who have used technology in the
classroom. Using a search engine, find one successful experience and report it to your friends.

WATCH
FOOD FOR THOUGHT

watch the video: ‘Digital World: Teachers Today’

www.youtube.com/watch?v=HAblu1ys9fA
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PRODUCING AND CONSUMING
PODCASTS FOR LANGUAGE AND
PROFESSIONAL LEARNING

By the end of this unit, teachers will able to:
• produce a podcast and publish it online.
• reflect upon the restraints and possibilities of the virtual sphere
regarding language production and social relationships;
• experience a digital genre-based approach.

I - EXPLORING WHAT SOCIAL NETWORKS ARE AND SOME IMPLICATIONS
1. Surf through some websites and fill in the chart with the required information.

Podcast

Blogger

Youtube

Twitter

Facebook

SOCIAL
NETWORKS

DIGITAL GENRES

LANGUAGE ACTION

PRACTICAL ACTION

Personal Home Page,
Posts, Messages, Profile

To present myself
online; To be in contact
with friends

Finding old friends
and keeping in touch;
Expression of the self.

2. Reflecting on Social Networks
a) What impacts do these social networks have on people’s lives nowadays?
b) Who has access to them? What kinds of social engagement do they allow?
c) Do you think they can be used to teach English? Why?

3. Read an excerpt of a blog post written by Howard Rheingold - http://rheingold.com/about - an
influential writer and thinker on social media, and complete the following sentence:
The writer’s main argument in this excerpt is

Writing, Reading, and Social Media Literacy
by Howard Rheingold | 12:25 PM October 22, 2008

It’s time for social media literacy to enter mainstream education.
Learning to use online forums, be they social network services like MySpace and
Facebook, blogs, or wikis is not a sexily contemporary add-on to the curriculum - it’s
an essential part of the literacy today’s youth require for the world they inhabit.
• How do you find out anything you want to know by entering the right question into a search engine?
Equally important - how do you determine whether the answer returned by a search engine is true?
• What kinds of privacy protection should a student keep in mind when setting up a Facebook profile?
• How can blogs be used to advocate positions on political issues?

These are not strictly technological questions, nor are they confined to a narrow discipline. The way today’s
students will do science, politics, journalism, and business next year and a decade from now will be shaped
by the skills they acquire in using social media, and by the knowledge they gain of the important issues of
privacy, identity, community, and the role of citizen media in democracy.
I started teaching social media to Berkeley and Stanford students five years ago when I realized that the
answer to the question I’ve been asked by readers, critics, and scholars about my own work over the
last 20 years - “are personal computers and Internet-based communications good for us as individuals,
communities, democracies?” - is “it depends on what people know about how to use these tools.” Whether
digital media will be beneficial or destructive in the long run doesn’t depend on the technologies, but on
the literacy of those who use them.
Source: http://blogs.hbr.org/now-new-next/2008/10/the-importance-of-social-media.html
Acessado em: 20/10/2012
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4. Based on the excerpt, discuss the following questions:
a) Do you agree or disagree with the author’s point of view? Explain your answer.
b) What are some assumptions conveyed by his point of view?
c) Are there any similarities between what he says and your local reality? Justify.
d) Read the following excerpt again: “Whether digital media will be beneficial or destructive in the
long run doesn’t depend on the technologies, but on the literacy of those who use them”. What
conception of technology underlies this statement? Do you agree with it? Explain.

II - FIRST PODCASTING PRODUCTION
1. Read the following excerpt and discuss what some benefits an English teacher could have by producing
and consuming podcasts.

“Podcasting offers a powerful tool that can engage students in learning and prepare them for
lives in the 21st century. The key for using podcasting successfully in education is, I believe, to
abandon the model of simply enhancing the existing curriculum and to deeply reflect on the types
of skills we want students to have in the kind of world in which they are living now. Podcasting
offers an inexpensive way to create and share compelling media that correlates to authentic
activities outside of classrooms. With podcasting, students can create original content as they
ethically and effectively collect and remix the work of others and become participants in culture,
politics and society”. (Shamburg, 2010, p. 68)

2. Get together in pairs and produce your own podcast!

OPTION 1

OPTION 2

Choose a digital genre you’d like to know better and record your podcast
with necessary information for other teachers to prepare material to
teach English. Remember that your podcast will be a guide for another
teacher.

Choose a controversial topic regarding English language teachers and
record your podcast with necessary information for other teachers and
people from civil society to better understand the situation. Remember to
include informative facts as well as motivate other teachers and people
towards engagement in your cause.

Both options might be published at podbeans.com (www.podbean.com). Surf through its website
and discuss some general characteristics of the works published there.
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3. After choosing one of the options, use the guidelines below to help you produce your first version.
• Surf online (google scholar, encyclopedias, online newspapers, among others) to gather some
information about the topic you chose;
• Select which pieces of information you’ll make use of based on your target audience;
• Produce a sketch of your oral production;
• By making use of your computer or any other electronic device, how to record your podcast first
version.

TIPS

If you have no idea of how to record your podcast first
version, take a look at these tutorials:
Learn How To Podcast - Podcasting Video Tutorial Series
www.youtube.com/watch?v=-qD9AsooUcU

How to record a podcast in Audacity
www.youtube.com/watch?v=4_e8IEieFug

Recording with Audacity
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/manual-1.2/tutorial_basics_4.html

EXPLORING DIFFERENT PODCASTS AND THEIR SPHERES OF PRODUCTION AND
CIRCULATION

1. Listening

Listen to the main ideas of four different podcasts and carry out the following activities.
Podcast 1 - http://mitpress.mit.edu/sites/default/files/MITP_Rheingold.mp3
Podcast 2 - http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/worldservice/tae/tae_20120917-1200a.mp3
Podcast 3 - www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/audio/2011/dec/27/big-ideas-podcast-frederich-kittler
Podcast 4 - http://podcast.lgfl.org.uk/channels/media/1258458793reception-friends.mp3
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A) Fill in the chart with the required information and discuss the following questions.
PODCAST THEME

MAIN PURPOSE

GENRE

PREDOMINANT
SOCIAL SPHERE

1

2

3

4
• Which podcast did you like the most? Why?
• Based on the main purpose of each podcast, what is their target audience? Explain.

B) Listen to the 4 podcasts again and now gather specific information about their content:

PODCAST 1

Main idea:

Specific ideas:
- a new ethos towards online resources (mindfulness and self-reliance)
- Skills needed to develop your personal learning network: check and critically analyze the info you get online

PODCAST 2

Main idea:

Specific ideas:
- Positive and negative meanings regarding the idiomatic expression “a finger in every pie”.
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Main idea:

PODCAST 3

Specific ideas:
- Media as an extension of the self x-Men as an extension of technology

Main idea:

PODCAST 4

Specific ideas:
- Liking a friend because they play together

C) The four podcasts you’ve listened to in the previous activity were published on different websites. The
choice of the website in which a podcast is published is shaped by contextual factors such as their
audience, purpose, widespread area, social position of the producer and possible listeners, among
others. Taking that into consideration, how does each website shape the goals and content selection
of the podcasts you’ve listened to? Surf each podcasts’ website, discuss it in pairs and use the
diagram below to help you take notes.

BBC

CONTENT SELECTION:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/tae#playepisode6)
GOALS:

MIT Press

CONTENT SELECTION:

http://mitpress.mit.edu/multimedia
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GOALS:

The Guardian

CONTENT SELECTION:

www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/series/big-ideas-podcast?page=2

South Rise
Primary School
Radio Station

GOALS:

CONTENT SELECTION:

http://www.gettingintoliteracy.com/podcasting

Reﬂecting on the importance of the context of production
1. What impacts do contextual factors (such as target audience, purpose, place where it was
published, etc.) have on the production of podcasts?
2. What are the differences and similarities among the podcasts you listened to? Justify.
3. Would the podcasts be different if they were YouTube videos? Why?
4. Can anybody produce a podcast and publish it on these contexts? Why?

FOOD FOR THOUGHT
These two blog posts on The Guardian website
http://www.theguardian.com/local-government-network/2013/feb/04/working-lives-podcasts-medialocal-engagement
http://www.theguardian.com/teacher-network/teacher-blog/2012/may/21/podcast-school-radio

discuss some of the uses being made of podcasts for different social purposes. What
about you? How could you use podcasts as tools to enhance your and your students’ social
participation?
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EXPLORING DIFFERENT PODCASTS AND THEIR ORGANIZATION
1. Work collaboratively and analyze each podcast from the previous section regarding its organization.
Prepare a poster or a digital poster (www.glogster.com) regarding the following topics and share it
with the other groups:
Topics to consider:
- Voice quality

- Podcast’s opening and closing

- Pattern of interaction

- Turn taking strategies

- Music background

- Others

- Voice and pitch strategies to
maintain the listener’s attention

Group 1
PODCAST 1 - http://mitpress.mit.edu/sites/default/files/MITP_Rheingold.mp3

FIRST SECTION

Group 2
PODCAST 2 - http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/worldservice/tae/tae_20120917-1200a.mp3
Group 3
PODCAST 3 - www.guardian.co.uk/commentisfree/audio/2011/dec/27/big-ideas-podcast-frederich-kittler
Group 4
PODCAST 4 - http://podcast.lgfl.org.uk/channels/media/1258458793reception-friends.mp3

2. In the following chart, there is a simple description of how each podcast was organized. Put the
organizational elements in order according to each podcast and number which podcast they refer to.

PODCAST
Explanation of the reasons regarding
the proposed topic
Musical closing
Musical opening
Institutional closing
Introducing the topic

PODCAST
Closing with Podcast Series Vignette
Breaking informal dialogue with
explanation
Welcoming listeners
Background noise to set the scene
Podcast Series Vignette
Informal dialogue
Returning to informal dialogue
Institutional opening
Institutional closing
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PODCAST

PODCAST

Introducing the topic

Introducing the interviewee

Institutional opening

Proposing questions

Institutional closing

Thanking the interviewee for participating

Lecturing about the topic by
using different voices

Providing other means of interacting with
the listeners
Answering questions

Setting the scene + Movie
background

Opening

3. How does each podcast’s organizational pattern relate to the genres being
used in each of them? Discuss with a friend.

REFLECTING ON THE USE OF SPEECH, MUSIC, AND SOUND ON PODCASTS
1. Read the excerpt below regarding social distance when it comes to the comparison of images
and sound and discuss the questions in groups:
“Sound and image are distinctly different media. There is, for instance, no equivalent of the ‘frontal’
and ‘side on’ angle in sound. Sound is a wrap-around medium. But there are also similarities. Both can
create relations between the subject they represent and the receiver they address, and in both this is
related to distance, in two ways. The first is the way of perspective, which hierarchizes elements of what
is represented by placing some in the foreground, either literally, as in a landscape, or figuratively, as on
the cover of a book, which may have letters in the foreground and a photograph in the background, or
as in the soundtrack of a film, which may have dialogue in the foreground and music in the background.
The second is the way of social distance, which creates relations of different degrees of formality
between what is represented and the viewer or listener, such as intimacy (the very close shot, the
whispered voice), informality (the close or medium close shot, the relaxed, casual voice), formality (the
medium long or long shot, the louder, higher and tenser voice which ‘projects’ the message.”

Van Leeuwen, 1999, p. 14-15

a) How is such perspective employed in Podcasts 1 and 2? In which ways do employing these
resources impact the podcasts’ goals and target audience?
b) Are there different degrees of social distance in the podcasts we listened to? If so, for what
purposes are they employed?
c) Have you ever thought about the different ways people use different sound resources to create
meanings?
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2. Surf the following website (www.bbc.co.uk/podcasts/series/tae#playepisode6) from Podcast 2 and
carry out the activities below:

A) Match the different podcast’s elements below to their descriptions, check whether they
are present or not on BBC’s website and take notes to support your answers.
PRESENT ON
BBC’S WEBSITE

PODCAST ELEMENT

DESCRIPTION

1. Podcast name

( ) The feed.xml file that provides listeners
access to the podcasts

2. Podcast episodes

3. Podcast feed

(

) Email to contact podcasters

( ) The identifier of all the episodes that
will be released under the podcast

4. Show notes

( ) An outline of the episode, its
transcription or any information about it

5. Website

( ) Providing listeners with a forum to
discuss on different topics regarding the
podcasts

6. Listener email
feedback
7. Directory Listing
8. Optional bulletin
board

( ) The sound files, the MP3 files
uploaded regularly to the Internet
( ) Indexing or entailing your podcast to
podcast database
(

) The hub for all podcast elements
Based on: KING, K.; GURA, M. (2007)

B) How may the podcasts elements from the table in activity A help the listener or possible
listener of them? Explain.
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REFLECTING ON THE IMPORTANCE OF THE ORGANIZATION
1. How does the organization of podcasts help the producer to accomplish his or her objective?
2. Would the information be different if it were written and published in wikis?
3. Why would a teacher produce a podcast?

TIPS

Podcasts can also be produced by making use of moving
and still images. Some people call them videocasts.
Some examples can be found at:
www.time.com/time/video/
www.youtube.com/user/nihvcast

IMPROVING MY PODCAST
1. So far we have explored different podcasts and their contexts for production and organization.
By now, you probably have a better idea of what podcasts are and their varied uses. Based
on your views of what podcasts were in the beginning of this module and now, watch the
following tutorial and take notes in the table below:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=j7V-CBgpsmI

What I thought Podcasts were

What I think about Podcasts now
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2. In groups, list characteristics that one should take into account when producing a podcast
regarding the following topics:

Characteristics

Context of Production

Organization

3. Go back to the first version of your podcast and discuss with a partner how
you would improve it taking into consideration the characteristics listed in the
previous activity.

EXPLORING DIFFERENT PODCASTS AND THEIR LANGUAGE RESOURCES
1. Listening

Listen to another podcast and put it in order:
www.bbc.co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/general/sixminute/2010/12/101223_6min_www_page.shtml

PART I

Yvonne: What an amazing thing to invent - but of course, other people were also
involved.
Rob: ___________. Tim Berners-Lee has been quoted as saying: “the remarkable
progress of the Web today has been quite gratifying to me”. ‘Gratifying’ – that
really means being satisfied - or pleased.
Yvonne: Mm... so he’s really pleased with what has happened to the web – and
rightly so! Rob, can you tell me a bit more about his achievement?
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Rob: C.E.R.N spells CERN, and that’s the European Organisation for Nuclear
Research, which is where he worked. But the page didn’t actually go online until
August 1991.
Yvonne: But this really heralded the start of people communicating by computer?
Rob: Yes. It really showed how computers could talk to each other using a language
called Hyper Text Mark up Language.
Rob: Hmm – that’s true. Well, I’ll give you the right answer at the end of the
programme. But now, let’s find out more about the World Wide Web – or ‘www’ for
short.
Yvonne: www – that’s an acronym! It was on Christmas Day, 20 years ago, that a
breakthrough was made in the development of the internet.
Rob: Yes, a breakthrough or a discovery. The man most associated with this
discovery is Sir Tim Berners-Lee. He’s been nicknamed ‘The Father of the Web’.
Rob: Hmm - definitely. ___________, we’ll talk more about that in a moment - but
first I have a question for you: on average, how long does someone spend surfing
the net each day in the UK? Is it:
a) 7 minutes
b) 27 minutes or
c) 57 minutes
Yvonne: Umm – I’m going to say 27 minutes Rob, because I think people spend
much more time on things like Facebook.
Rob: Well, Sir Tim Berners-Lee worked on the first web page in his spare time. He
was a computer scientist and a computer programmer.
Yvonne: And what did his groundbreaking web page say?
Rob: It was just information about the project that he was working on. The web
page had a very catchy address: nxoc01.cern.ch!
Yvonne: Ha ha! Yeah, really catchy!
Rob: Hello, I’m Rob.
Yvonne: I’m Yvonne.
Rob:

And this is 6 Minute English! Today we’re celebrating a very special

anniversary - the 20th anniversary of the World Wide Web.
Yvonne: Ah, the World Wide Web. That’s something that’s really changed our lives
- and in such a short space of time.
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PART II
Rob: So the first man would cope without the internet, as long as the computers
which help provide power for his central heating – that’s the system he uses to
keep warm – isn’t affected! He says he’d just have to ‘do without it’.
Yvonne: The woman was most worried about her social relationships – keeping in
contact with her friends and family.
Rob: Yes, especially those who are far away. In fact, she thinks keeping in contact
with them would be impossible without the internet. But the last man we heard
from doesn’t agree. Although he says he would cope with great difficulty, he does
have some alternatives – ideas about what we could do instead.
Yvonne: Ah - that’s HTML for short!
Rob: Very good!
Yvonne: _______, HTML is the language that computers use to talk to each other
– to communicate with each other.
Rob: It’s very clever isn’t it?
Yvonne: Hmmm.
Man: I’d just have to do without it, wouldn’t I? If you remember all the scare stories
of the millennium that, you know, all the power stations would shut down and all
that – it didn’t happen. As long as my central heating wasn’t controlled by the
internet, I’d just have to manage.
Man: Err – with great difficulty (laughs)! It would be the phone, I imagine, and lots
more writing, lots more paper. Umm – we’d need bigger file cabinets
Rob: And since then the internet has evolved at a rapid rate. Now, there are
believed to be around one trillion web pages.
Yvonne: Whew! And I’m sure almost everyone uses the internet now – but I
wonder how we’d cope without it?
Rob: Well, we’ve been asking people just that. Listen to what they said when we
asked: how would you cope without the World Wide Web?
Woman: Probably not very well. Umm - I imagine that most of my social relationships
would be a lot more difficult. And also keeping in contact with people far away
would also be impossible.
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PART III
Rob: Well, Sir Tim Berners-Lee has said: “we have only scratched the surface

of what could be realized with deeper scientific investigation into the Web’s
design, operation and impact on society”.
Yvonne: It’s true. We’ve only just begun to understand how useful the World

Wide Web can really be, especially for people in developing countries.
Rob: The average time people spend on the internet each day is a lot longer

than that. It’s 57 minutes.
Yvonne: Oh - and without Sir Tim and his colleagues’ work, it wouldn’t be

possible at all.
Rob: That’s right. Well, we do hope you’ve enjoyed today’s 6 Minute English.
Both: Bye bye
Yvonne: And he has a good point I think, Rob. We could write to each other -

like we used to before we had the internet. It would be lovely to get more handwritten letters from friends and family rather than just e-mails, I think.
Rob: __________ we call ‘snail-mail’.___________, as that man pointed out, lots

more paper would mean that we’d need bigger file cabinets – the pieces of
furniture that are used to keep all those bits of paper safe.
Yvonne: It’s incredible how the World Wide Web has expanded in twenty years,

and how much we now rely on it. I wonder what it will be like after another
twenty years.
Rob: So this technological breakthrough, twenty years ago, is something worth

celebrating! Now, Yvonne, earlier I asked you a question. On average, how long
does someone spend surfing the net each day in the UK?
Yvonne: And I said 27 minutes.
Rob: And you were wrong.
Yvonne: Oh no!
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2. Now, read the podcast transcription and complete it with the expressions below:
yes, of course

well

that’s what

but of course

so

3. Listen to the podcast again and check your answers.
4. Now, answer these questions:
a) What is the function of the words you used to complete the transcription?
b) Are they important for podcasts? Why?
5. Listen again to podcast 1 from the first section of this module and match each organizational
pattern to its corresponding language chunks and resources.
Organizational
Pattern

Language Chunks Used

Language Resources

So it is fair to assume that…
You know, when I read this book…
I wanted to know if this…

1. Opening

In your book you talk about personal
learning networks and they seem to be a
really powerful thing. What are personal
learning networks?

2. Introducing the
interviewee

Howard Rheingold, thanks so
much for taking time to talk to the MIT
press podcast today…

Use of imperative to
talk directly to the listener

3. Thanking the
interviewee for
participating

Howard Rheingold is an
influential writer and thinker on social
media…he’s the author of…

Addressing the
interviewee by his name to
provide a close relation

4. Proposing
questions

Hello and welcome to the MIT
press podcast…

Use of imperative to
talk directly to the listener

5. Answering
questions

For more information about this
and other titles, please visit your website at

I think that…

6. Providing
other means of
interacting with the
listeners
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Absolutely. I wouldn’t say…
But I also think again…
The first thing…
I would say that if you were to ask…

Use of pragmatic
markers to initiate ideas and
establish the flow of arguments
Use of pragmatic
markers to initiate the
interaction.
Use of questions to prompt the
Interviewee´s reply

Based on the chart, discuss these questions in groups:
A) What are the relationships between the genre chosen (interview), the place it
was published (MIT press website), and the language resources used in this
podcast?
B) Can we generalize the use of language resources in this specific context to
other podcasts? Why?
6. Choose one of the other podcasts from this module and identify language chunks used and
their functions. Then, share your notes with a partner and discuss differences and similarities
you have found.
Organization Pattern

Language Chunks Used

Language Resources

Let’s work with pronunciation!
1. Listening

Listen to the following excerpt and pay attention to the rhythm and stress in the sentences.
Yvonne: Umm – I’m going to say 27 minutes Rob, because I think people spend much more
time on things like Facebook.
Rob: Hmm – that’s true. Well, I’ll give you the right answer at the end of the programme. But
now, let’s find out more about the World Wide Web – or ‘www’ for short.
Yvonne: www – that’s an acronym! It was on Christmas Day, 20 years ago, that a breakthrough
was made in the development of the internet.
Rob: Yes, a breakthrough or a discovery. The man most associated with this discovery is Sir Tim
Berners-Lee. He’s been nicknamed ‘The Father of the Web’.
Yvonne: What an amazing thing to invent - but of course, other people were also involved.

Which examples give emphasis on what is being said and which ones introduce a new topic?
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RHYTHM
As you know, spoken English words with two or more syllables have different stress and length patterns.
Some syllables are stressed more than others and some syllables are pronounced longer than others.
The same is true of phrases and sentences. Different words in a sentence have stronger stress and are
pronounced longer and other words are weaker and shorter. This pattern of strong and weak stress and
short and long pronunciation gives English its rhythm.
It is important for non-native speakers to understand and master the rhythm of English. If the wrong words
are stressed in a sentence or if all words are pronounced with the same length or loudness, the speech
will be difficult to understand.
Words that have the most stress in English are called content words. Content words are usually the
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, and pronouns (demonstrative, possessive, reflexive, and interrogative).
These words are important to express the main meaning of the sentence.
Nouns: Terry, car, dinner
Verbs: eat, study, drive
Adjectives: blue, large, oval

Adverbs: quietly, smoothly, equally
Pronouns: that, theirs, himself, what

Function words are those words that are weaker and shorter. They include auxiliary verbs, prepositions,
conjunctions, determiners, and possessive adjectives. These words are less important in expressing the
meaning of the sentence.
Auxiliary verbs: may, do, have
(if not the main verb)

Prepositions: under, around, near

Conjunctions: but, not,
Determiners: the, some, each
Possessive adjectives: my, your, our

Stress Timing
Some languages are syllable timed and others are stressed timed. In syllable timed languages, the
syllables are the same length and the number of syllables determines the length of time required
to say something.
English is a stressed time language. In a stressed time language, speakers try to make the amount of
time to say something the same between the stressed syllables. If there are three or four unstressed
syllable between the stressed syllables, the unstressed syllables will be spoken faster, so that the
speaker can keep the rhythm. Also, in order to keep the rhythm, if there are no unstressed syllable
between stressed syllables, the stressed syllables are stretched out to space them equally. The time
it takes to say something in English depends on the number of stressed syllables, not the number
of syllables.

Available at: http://www.pronunciationtips.com/rhythm.htm
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1. Now listen to this other excerpt and identify its rhythm and stress.
Rob: Yes, of course. Tim Berners-Lee has been quoted as saying: “the remarkable progress
of the Web today has been quite gratifying to me”. ‘Gratifying’ – that really means being
satisfied - or pleased.
Yvonne: Mm... so he’s really pleased with what has happened to the web – and rightly so!
Rob, can you tell me a bit more about his achievement?
Rob: Well, Sir Tim Berners-Lee worked on the first web page in his spare time. He was a
computer scientist and a computer programmer.
Yvonne: And what did his groundbreaking web page say?

2. Why are these features important to be considered when we’re
producing podcasts? Discuss your ideas with a partner.

REFLECTING ON THE IMPORTANCE OF LANGUAGE RESOURCES
1. Besides the language resources we worked with in this section, what other linguistic-discursive
features are relevant to podcasts?
2. This podcast was taken from 6minuteEnglish. This website is maintained by BBC and produces
lots of resources for English teachers or learners interested in learning this language (www.bbc.
co.uk/worldservice/learningenglish/general/sixminute). Taking this into account how different is
this podcast from the other ones you’ve listened to?
3. How does choosing between different language resources allow people to produce different
meanings? Which factors does one take into account when choosing language resources in
language production?

As you have already realized, it is not possible to explore all language resources at once when it
comes to learning a certain language practice. So, don’t forget that the language resources we
explored in this section are just some of the various possibilities one may need to produce podcasts.
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SYSTEMATIZING MY KNOWLEDGE REGARDING PODCASTS

1. Read the following excerpt describing the activity of podcasting and discuss the questions in
groups:
“Podcasting refers to the practice of creating and distributing audio and, increasingly, video
for people to access in a variety of convenient ways, most notably, via a computer or portable
media device. What distinguishes a podcast from any other media file on the internet is that it
is ‘subscribe-able’. A user can use an intermediary service to automatically locate new episodes
of a given podcast series or show and make them available for downloading. The term “podcast”
refers to the syndicated show as a whole as well as to individual episodes. Nevertheless, it really
is the syndication and resulting ‘subscribe-ability’ that characterize podcasting. Moreover, the
ease of subscribing to a podcast show and the increasing file storage capacity of computers and
portable media devices encourage consumers to subscribe to numerous podcasts simultaneously.
The simplicity of accessing, searching, and continually revising subscriptions encourages a broad
and diverse pool of podcasts and a fascinating array of individual podcasters.”
(SHAMBURG, C.; 2010, P. 52-53)

a) What are some benefits of using podcasts in English language learning environments?
b) How can English teachers use podcasts creatively in their teaching practices?
c) Regarding your own professional learning, can podcasts help you develop it? How?

WATCH
If you’re interested in what other teachers may be using podcasts for,
take a look at this video

www.youtube.com/watch?v=iq5Aj6xOZFA

2. In order to do this activity, you will need to have access to the internet. Browse through
websites listed below and do the activities:
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a) Fill in the chart with the information required.

LINKS

MAIN PURPOSE

POSSIBLE REASONS FOR TEACHERS
TO USE SUCH PODCASTS

http://teachersnetwork.wordpress.com/

http://teflbootcamp.com/resourcescontact/how-to-teach-english-podcasts/

www.bloomberg.com/podcasts/
bloomberg-edu/

www.howtopodcasttutorial.com/00podcast-tutorial-four-ps.htm

b) Make comments on the differences you can notice regarding the use of podcast for:

USES

CHARACTERISTICS

- offering activities to be used in
teaching
- providing common space
for relevant information for a
specific professional category
- teaching how to start a
podcast

- sharing information on
education and policy making
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FINALIZING AND PUBLISHING MY PODCAST

1

2

Create an account on

www.podbean.com

Create your podcast
name and fill in the
necessary information

CHARACTERISTICS

3

Listen to the 1st
version of your podcast
and check whether
it has the following
characteristics:

YES

NO

Is it addressed to English teachers?
Does it have a clear objective and is it
adequate to its context?
Is the content supported and well developed?
Is it well-organized? (It presents who is
speaking, situates the listener into a more
general context, establishes a broader topic,
then develops and sums it up properly?
Does it make use of pragmatic markers to
help cohesion through sentences and improve
speech flow?

4. Take into consideration the characteristics we have studied in the previous sections and
produce the final sketch of your podcast.

5. Record your podcast again and share it online. If you have doubts on how to publish you
podcast online at podbean.com, read this:
http://support.podbean.com/customer/portal/articles/916996-quick-start-guide
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TEACHING TECHNOLOGY: main
concepts through a genre
approach
The guidelines for the teaching foreign languages in basic education in Paraná State schools
proposes discourse as a social practice as the theoretical perspective to be followed.   
According to that proposal, the school subject contents are established according to
discursive genres grouped into different social spheres. From this perspective, digital genres
become teaching objects and the teacher is the one responsible for managing their usage.
In this section, we are going to discuss some theoretical concepts related to your own
practice, taking into account one’s experience with teaching and learning new tools. These
concepts can help develop and promote different ways of learning and teaching the English
language.
Based on the sociodiscursive interactionism (ISD), a theoretical and methodological
framework presented by Bronckart (1999/2003/2009), our perspective focuses on the
human and communicative actions through language. This shows how the production and
interpretation of the verbal units and texts can contribute to the transformation of the one’s
actions.
In addition to this theoretical framework, this section is also based on Schneuwly and Dolz
(1998) consideration of the genre  as a “mega instrument” for the teaching of languages.
We also consider that when we bear our studies on these characteristics, they can contribute
to developing a didactic model of teaching (CRISTOVÃO, 2007), highlighting the teaching
elements for foreign language learning.
So, we consider technology as part of many different kinds of spheres through which human
beings interact.  From now on, we are going to think about the importance of the technology
in our lives and in our educational contexts.

AUTHORS
Eliane Segati RiosRegistro
and
Vera Lúcia Lopes
Cristovão

By the end of this unit, you will able to:
• Know the theoretical frameworks related  to teaching and technology and
your own practice.
• Understand genre as a “mega instrument” for the teaching of English
• Evaluate your own podcast production

I - GENRES AROUND YOU...
1. According to Bakhtin (1986), we always employ   genres, that is, all our utterances have
relatively stable typical forms. Thus, depending on the social sphere, we can have different
kinds of genres.  Write down as many genres as possible according to the following spheres:
a) School:

b) Literary:

c) Politics:

d) Family:

Now, considering the same spheres, name some possible digital
genres. How relevant are they for each sphere?

II - EDUCATIONAL CONTEXT
In our educational context,  a genre-based approach to teaching can contribute to a significant
teaching and learning processes. Based on the concept of language as constitutive of every
human being at the same time that it is constituted by them, language is in charge of organizing,
regulating and sharing collective representations of the world (BRONCKART, 2006). Language
activities are embodied in texts belonging to text genres which may be defined as language
practices embodied in texts and part of social practices responsible for an individual’s social
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insertion (SCHNEUWLY; DOLZ, 1999). It is through language practices that people may produce,
comprehend and interpret meanings. Genres are language forms produced in any communicative
context that may be recognized and used by people.
a) Now, let´s think about the term “community”. What does it mean for you? What kinds of
communities can you think of? Do you take part in any ?

b) What about a discourse community. Do you think you have been part of a discourse community
along this course? Why?

III - DISCOURSE COMMUNITY
Discourse community is a concept as central to genre views of writing as it is a powerful
metaphor joining writers, texts and readers in a particular discursive space (Porter, 1992;
Swales, 1990, 1998).
Now, check the sentences you agree with when dealing with discourse community (Swales,
1990):
It has a broadly agreed set of common public goals.
It has mechanisms of intercommunication among its members.
It utilizes (and hence possesses) one or more genres in the communicative utterance
of its aims.
It has acquired some specific lexis (specialized terminology, acronyms).
It´s a group that has goals or purposes and uses communication to achieve them.
It has content and discourse expertise.

Based on our discussion, complete the chart:
TOPICS

DEFINITIONS/CHARACTERISTICS

GENRE

TEACHING TECHNOLOGY: MAIN CONCEPTS THROUGH A GENRE APPROACH
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TOPICS

DEFINITIONS/CHARACTERISTICS

TEXT
DISCOURSE
COMMUNITY
GENRE BASED
PEDAGOGY
TEACHERS’
ROLE
STUDENTS’
ROLE

IV. A GENRE-BASED APPROACH TO TEACHING
In addition to its linguistic aspect, their social nature should also be taken into consideration
especially considering social organization and the social spheres in which it circulates. Genres
cannot be considered static as they are adapted to socio-communicative situations.
Text genres are constituted by four language capacities: action, discursive, and linguisticdiscursive capacities (DOLZ; PASQUIER; BRONCKART, 1993; DOLZ; SCHNEUWLY, 1998; 2004);
and significance capacities (CRISTOVÃO; STUTZ, 2011).

The action capacity: refers to the context of production and is related to situational objectives.
Some questions can help you when dealing with this capacity:
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Where was it produced? Is this
place different from others? How?

Who is it addressed to? Do they
have special interests?

Who produced it?
What was the writer´s social role?

Why was it produced? Does it have
a function? Which one?

When was it produced? Does this
social context influence  the text?
Why and how?

How was it produced? Which
aspects can determine that?
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The discursive capacity:

refers to the text organization and is related to discursive

objectives.
What is its layout like?

How does such organization
contribute to the understanding/
production of the text??

How is the text organized?

The linguistic-discursive capacity: refers to linguistic units and is related to discursivelinguistic objectives.
Which lexico-grammatical aspects
have a central discursive function in
the genre?

What about the verbal tenses?

Which lexical-grammatical aspects
have a central discursive function
in the genre?

What language resources help
achieve the text objective/goal?

The signification capacity: refers to how a text constructs meaning from representations
and/or knowledge about the social practices in the activity spheres, praxiological activities in
interaction with thematic content from different human experiences and its relation with the
language activities.

Action

Discursive

Linguistic
Discursive

What is the connection between text
and genres? What is your opinion
about it?
What do you know about this genre?
How do you relate language and praxis?

Signification

All capacities work 
together as if in a system
of gears

Has there been any change (s) in the
use of this genre in different times in
history?

What can you infer about the lexicon
applied to this theme?
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So now, thinking about the digital genres you have been in contact with and mainly about your
last production, the podcast, what do they have to do with our discussion so far?

Why did you develop your podcast? What was your purpose?

Did you have your teaching context in mind when producing the podcast? Why?

V - What is the role of the school?
Schools are important spaces in which we build our identities. Whenever language is used,
we are creating ways to act in the world through discourse (in order to reproduce or transform
it). The school is, therefore, an official locus of intervention providing students with tools that
make it possible for them to act in the word in a more conscious and capable way by learning
communication capacities (CRISTOVÃO; NASCIMENTO, 2006).  
Genres can be didactically transposed into lessons in the form of didactic sequences. They
can be defined as a sequence of activities based on communicative objectives, type of
interaction, language functioning in a text genre and goals to be achieved.
Before developing the didactic sequences, we need to know the genre specific didactic
model and this helps us to become familiar with its teaching elements. (DOLZ; SCHNEUWLY,
1998)
The didactic model is developed from the choice of a specific genre. After that, it is necessary
to get in touch with a significant number of texts from this genre so that you can identify the
context of production, the textual organization, the linguistic-discursive aspects, what experts
say about it and be aware of the articles and research about it. Now, you are ready to prepare
your didactic sequence.
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VI - PODCAST
Now, let´s get connected to your last production, the podcast. But before that, look at the
definition below and give your opinion:

The podcast is a unique configuration of IText precisely because it foregrounds sound
in the current cultural moment of secondary orality. This return to an oral–aural
tradition offers several unique benefits. Podcasts adapt well to today’s unstructured
work spaces. Moreover, podcasts blur boundaries between virtual and face-to-face
communication and virtual and physical spaces. Finally, podcasts are fragmented,
reflecting the fluidity of previous ITexts; yet, unlike ITexts, podcasts mostly exist as
complete, scripted texts (TULLEY, 2011).

Do you agree with Tulley´s definition? Why?

Now, use what you know to evaluate your own podcast:
QUESTIONS

Y

N

EXAMPLES AND REASONS

1) Is the choice of digital genre meaningful?
2) Does the podcast proposed allow students to
join in doing something meaningful?
3) Can you identify the speaker´s social role?
4) Did you consider who the podcast was
addressed to when producing it?
5) Did your podcast have a purpose to be
produced?
6) Can the organization of the podcast contribute
to better understanding of it?
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QUESTIONS

Y

N

EXAMPLES AND REASONS

7) Does the podcast encourage collaborative
knowledge building? Does it encourage
student and online interaction?
8) Were you worried about using suitable
vocabulary to this genre?
9) Does the podcast engage students and
lead them to build a critical analysis of
the information produced, consumed and
distributed on the internet?

a) Did you achieve your goals in this session?
b) What kind of difficulties do you think you overcame?
c) What kind of difficulties do you still have regarding the objective
of this session?
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QUESTIONS

Y

N

EXAMPLES AND REASONS

7) Does the podcast encourage collaborative
knowledge building? Does it encourage
student and online interaction?
8) Were you worried about using suitable
vocabulary to this genre?
9) Does the podcast engage students and
lead them to build a critical analysis of
the information produced, consumed and
distributed on the internet?

a) Did you achieve your goals in this session?
b) What kind of difficulties do you think you overcame?
c) What kind of difficulties do you still have regarding the objective
of this session?
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PRODUCING DIDACTIC MATERIAL:
CONNECTIONS BETWEEN GENRES AND
THE USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

AUTHOR

GENERAL OBJECTIVE: To provide teachers with instructions that may guide them

Raquel Gamero

through a didactic sequence production, bearing in mind the first, second and third
modules.
SPECIFIC OBJECTIVE: To promote the development of activities regarding the
improvement of capacities (Action Capacity, Discursive Capacity and Linguisticdiscursive Capacity), through the (digital) genre approach; to analyze a didactic
sequence and engage teachers in a critical reflection regarding the didactic triad
(student/teacher/knowledge).

I. PLANNING THE DIDACTIC SEQUENCE3 (DS)
1) According to Cristovão (2009, p. 305), “Genres are symbolic artifacts available to us in society. They
serve as social practice references to our actions.” Considering this assumption, choose a digital
genre to work with in your DS that regards:
The relevance of this genre to the action you aim to engage your students in; i.e., consider the
objective of your DS;
The relevance of the established objectives to your students’ daily lives;
The use of authentic texts;
The use of texts that don´t reproduce social stereotypes;
The possibility to use different language resources (e.g. Visual language);

3. This material was developed following the theoretical and methodological strategies created in a post graduatecourse offered by Dr. Vera
Lúcia Cristovão, in the Language Studies Program at State University of Londrina, in 2009. This unit also takes into account the previous
modules content and procedures (EL KADRI; CORREA, 2013; ANJOS-SANTOS; CRISTOVÃO, 2013; RIOS-REGISTRO; CRISTOVÃO, 2013).

2. Make sure you know the genre characteristics before you start producing your material. So, first,
identify what you know about the genre you chose and then make a list of its main features. In order to
accomplish this task, go online and search for some theoretical support at www.scholar.google.com .
Take notes and
add comments:

Guiding
questions

Main features,
regarding:

The socio-

1. Who produced it?

historical

2. What was the writer’s social role?

context

3. When was it produced?
4. Does this social context influence the text? Why and how?
5. Where was it produced? Is this place different from others? How?

6. Who is it addressed to? Do they have special interests?
7. Why was it produced? Does it have a function? Which one?
8. How was it produced? Does it have an influence on the
learning outcomes?
The

9. How is the text organized?

organization of

10. What is its layout like?

the texts

11. How does such organization contribute to the understanding/
production of the text?
12. What language resources help the text objective/goal be

The typical

achieved?

language

13. Which lexical-grammatical aspects have a central discursive

resources

function in the genre?
14. Is the vocabulary suitable to this genre?
15. What about the verbal tenses?

3. Select a theme to work with. Don’t

CULTURAL
DIVERSITY

forget to consider the relevance of the
discussion to your students’ reality
and the motivational status the theme

HEALTH

EDUCATION

can have over your activities. See
some suggestions:

ENVIRONMENT

4. Go online and search for authentic texts you can use to produce your
DS. Be objective and search for your themes.
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ETHICS

II - ESTABLISHING THE SITUATION FOR THE EXPECTED ACTION:

1) How can a didactic sequence be framed? Remember the previous modules and think about the extension
of your DS and what your focus is going to be.
2) Provide your students with a language production situation by explaining clearly the action you settled for
them to perform and why, regarding:

The objectives suggested by the guidelines for education in the educational system you are
involved. Take into consideration:
a) the previous knowledge, skills and values emerging from the interaction you are suggesting;
b) the creation of a situation where your students can be responsible for the action suggested;
c) the establishment of an educational environment where your students can develop critical
awareness;
d) the ideal progression of the DS you are producing and the length of your DS.

It is suggested that the Modern Foreign Language is constituted as a space where
the students can recognize and understand the linguistic and cultural diversity,

TIPS

as a way to discursive engagement and awareness towards meaning making
regarding the world. It is also expected that the student can understand that
meanings are social and historically built, so, there are possibilities of changes
within the social practices (PARANÁ, 2008, p. 53).

Creating the activities to develop the Action Capacity:
1) Produce an activity or activities to investigate how much your students understand the use of
the genre you selected. Remember, you must explore the context as a resource to facilitate
the understanding of the text.
2) Think about how you are going to approach the genre to be worked with. You can make
questions like who, whom to, when, where, how, what about, what for, and so on.

3) Create clear instructions to guide your students towards the social use of the genre.

PRODUCING DIDACTIC MATERIAL: CONNECTIONS BETWEEN GENRES AND THE USE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES
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Acording to Denardi (2009, p. 46-47), “action capacity involves an understanding
of the relation between thematic content and text context of production, as well
as the writer’s intentions or purposes.” Hence, action capacity constitutes, and is
determined, by the following elements:
a) parameters of context of production and reading: physical and sociosubjective
aspects of these contexts (interlocutors, place and time determiners);
b) content of the action language: what is said;
c) purpose of the communicative language action: the reasons to say what
there is to say, and the language user’s expectations.

Suggestion: you can make
questions about the origin of
the text, the use of this genre,
the social sphere where it is
available, and so on.

See an example:
CONTEXTO DE PRODUÇÃO: 1) Quem geralmente
escreve uma fábula?; 2) As fábulas são escritas
com qual objetivo?; 3) Para quem se destinam?

Source: http://www.uel.br/cch/nap/pages/arquivos/Unidade%20Didatica%20-%20%20Charge.pdf

III. CREATING THE ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP THE DISCURSIVE
CAPACITY:
1) Think about an activity or activities to guide your students towards the features of the genre. Make
a list.
2) Produce an activity or activities to explore the organization of the content in the digital genre.

See an example:
Source: http://www.uel.br/cch/nap/pages/arquivos/Unidade%20
Didatica%20-%20%20Charge.pdf
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According to Denardi (2009, p. 47), “Discursive capacity refers to the way
in which language action is organized, involving the understanding of the
textual macro-structure, types of discourse and types of sequence used during
language action;
Linguistic-discursive capacity involves the understanding of adequate use
of linguistic-discursive units, or any linguistic or semantic language resource
available in a specific language system, which contributes to turn language
action real in terms of style and form. More specifically in relation to textual
analysis, the elements of the linguistic-discursive language capacity refer
to textual and enunciative mechanisms, for example, cohesive devices and
modalizers, among others, in order to create the whole meaning of the text.”

IV. CREATING THE ACTIVITIES TO DEVELOP THE LINGUISTICDISCURSIVE CAPACITY

1) List the main linguistic-discursive characteristics of the digital genre you chose.
2) Produce an activity or activities that explore the main linguistic-discursive
characteristics of the digital genre.

See some examples:

Source: http://www.uel.br/cch/nap/pages/arquivos/Unidade%20Didatica-%20Fime%20Shrek%20II.pdf
Source: http://www.uel.br/cch/nap/pages/arquivos/Unidade-%20Horoscopo.pdf
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IV. CONCLUDE YOUR DS AND EVALUATE IT USING THE INSTRUCTIONS
PRESENTED THUS FAR AS A CONTROL LIST:
What should I check?

Done

The understanding of adequate use of semantic language resources.
The collaborative knowledge building.
The interaction between students and online engagement you will demand.
The coherence between the activities and their objectives and also their
relevance to acquire the objective of the DS.
The use of a variety of tools (e.g. Dictionary, Pictionary and Grammar book).
The use of a variety of activities and their aims.
The demand for the student to mobilize their previous knowledge and/or other
knowledge areas.
The clarity and specifications of your wording when giving instruction.

a) Did you achieve your goals in this section?
b) What kind of difficulties do you think you overcame?
c) What kind of difficulties do you still have regarding the objective
of this section?
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